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Summary

Cross sections were obtained to learn the layer structure of the fictive porphory wall
behind the Virgin. A complex, mult.2010red structure was found. The stratigraphy does
not have any colors in common with that of the greenish tackground in the related panel,
Archangel Gabriel.

Introduction
5

The panel Virgin Annunciate is

considered to be a pendant to 1939.1.22¢,

Archangel

Gabriel. It is theorized that the two images though now separate may have been painted
on a single support in a unified comFosition. From a micr,scopic examination, it has
been suggested that the pink porphory panel that provides a backdrop for the Virgin was
painted over fictive green marble. The green underlayer might have matched the green
background of Archangel Gabriel. A sample was obtained from this panel and the

pendant to explore this hypothesis. This report details samples from each panel. Slides
of the cross sections are attached

Results

A sample from the grey-green background of the Virgin Annunciate has several, brightly
colored thin layers of paint. Each layer is 5-10 microns thick, typical for the egg tempera
medium which it is assumed the artist used. Over the gesso preparazory layer there is a
grey layer of paint mixed from white, blue, brown and black pigments; from the vague
indication of a line in the middle of tte layer, it may have been applied as two separate
strokes. Over this is a layer of red pa. it that also appears to have teen applied in two very
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thin strokes, the first almost pure red and appearing to be xermilion, the second a mixture
of red and black pigments. The pink paint of the specks in the porphory are applied

thickly over this red paint.
Samples from the panels Archangel Gabriel and Virgin Annunciate

Archangel Gabriel
Sample number

Location

Description

R 1179

Grey green background

Gesso, pale blue, red lead or

76.4 cm x 40.7

vermilion (?) scumble,

greenish layer (azurite,
yellow and red), very thin

white layer, white, dark
brown, varnish.
Virgin Annunciate
R 1182

Pink spot on background

Gesso; grey; possibly two

65.5 cm h x 12.2 from left

layers: first red then red and

black mixed together; pink.
R 1180

3.5 cm x c. 13 crn

R 1183

64.5 crn x 7.3 crn

The layer structures ot the two panels are unrelated to each other in color. The thinness
of each paint film and the relative complexity of the varying colors do, however, link the
panels through the artist' s method of painting.
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